The Effects of Body Mass Index on Softball Pitchers’ Hip and Shoulder Range of Motion
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ABSTRACT
Currently it is hypothesized that increased body mass index may contribute to overuse injuries. Thus, if hip or shoulder range of motion is affected by body mass index, pitchers may be placing additional stress on joints as they seek to pitch at maximal velocity. The purpose of this study was to examine if range of motion at the hips and shoulders were related to body mass index classification. A sample of 147 female softball pitchers (17.0 ± 4.2 years; 167.6 ± 11.8 cm; 70.6 ± 17.5 kg; body mass index = 24.8 ± 4.7 kg/m²) participated. Bilateral hip and shoulder range of motion were assessed. Multivariate analysis of variance results indicated body mass index [Wilks’ Λ = 0.742, F = 1.722, p = 0.014, η² = 0.095] significantly affected range of motion of the shoulder and hip. Post hoc results indicated the underweight group had significantly more range of motion than the obese group in hip internal range of motion on both the throwing side (mean difference = 12.39, p = 0.005) and glove side (mean difference = 11.98, p = 0.004). Although body composition is not overly emphasized among softball pitchers, the current study reveals excess weight may inhibit proper mechanics. Coaches, athletic trainers, strength and conditioning personnel, and athletes should acknowledge the role that body composition can play in affecting pitch outcomes.

Introduction
Obesity is a persistent problem in America, as reports show that from 1999–2000 through 2015–2016, there was a significant increase in obesity among youth and adults [1]. The increasing prevalence of obesity, while problematic for numerous health reasons, also gives rise to an increased risk of sports injury among athletes [2, 3]. Research has shown that adolescents who were of a healthy weight had lower rates of injury than those who were in a higher range of body mass index (BMI) [4]. Higher BMI has been suggest-
ed to be a risk factor specifically in overuse injuries, due to the higher relative strain on the musculoskeletal system during repetitious tasks [5].

Softball pitching is a highly repetitive and strenuous movement that involves sequential kinetic chain usage [6]. The whole body is required to sequentially transfer energy from the lower extremity to the upper extremity, therefore appropriate strength and ROM of both the hips and shoulders is essential [7]. Research has shown that in lieu of the repetitive nature of pitching, both hip and shoulder ROM adaptations occur over time according to both age and player position [8]. These musculoskeletal adaptations that occur over the course of an athlete’s career imply functional changes may be a result of high repetition. As career repetitions increase, these demanding sport positions and repetitious tasks promote physical adaptations in the hip and shoulder [9–13]. Some musculoskeletal adaptations may be advantageous to a point, such as increased throwing shoulder external rotation (ER) to allow for maximal acceleration of the ball [14, 15]. Contrarily, other research has noted certain adaptations to be correlated with injury [14, 16, 17]. Specifically, decreased hip ER ROM throughout the course of a competitive season has been associated with a history of shoulder pain [16] and elbow pain [18]. Similarly, decreased hip internal rotation (IR) ROM has been associated with an increased risk of lower extremity injury, such as ACL tear [19–21] and groin pain [13]. These findings are troublesome as research has noted players tend to decrease in hip ROM over the course of a ball season [10, 22].

Although research has yet to examine ROM alongside BMI within softball pitchers, some reports have acknowledged to be decreased ROM among retired elite athletes who were of a higher BMI classification [23]. Although decreased ROM is a common adaptation within softball players, it is possible that athletes with a higher BMI may further intensify these ROM adaptations, thus increasing injury susceptibility. Injury rates are already a concern among softball pitchers, as research has shown pitchers are 2.6 times more likely to be injured than positional players. Of similar concern, reports have also revealed pitchers displayed the highest body fat percentage on a collegiate softball team [24] and were the only players on NCAA Division I collegiate teams to increase body fat throughout the course of a season [25]. This highlights the need for research to determine the effects of increased BMI within pitchers, who undergo large physical demands in their pertinent role on the field, and who are regularly exposed to high pitch counts and injury [26].

With research reports suggesting that both decreased ROM and increased BMI are associated with an increased risk of injury, it can be theorized that an increased BMI may be exaggerating ROM deficits leading to an increased risk of injury [24]. Although there have been proposed mechanisms of injury related to higher BMI in athletes, the purpose of the current study was to examine if functional characteristics of hip and shoulder ROM were related to BMI classification. It was hypothesized that a higher classification of BMI would be related to decreased hip and shoulder ROM. Study findings can provide information regarding player body composition and its effect on functional characteristics. In determining how BMI may affect joint ROM, evidence may come to light that links increased BMI with sports injury among softball players and can inform athletes, coaches, athletic trainers, and strength and conditioning personnel on how to help decrease the risk of injury by emphasizing conditioning to promote healthy weight and BMI classification.

Methods
This was a cross-sectional study designed to examine the influence of BMI on softball pitchers’ hip and shoulder ROM. All subjects volunteered to participate and reported to the laboratory for a one-time visit. Subjects’ hip and shoulder IR and ER passive ROM were examined after both height and weight were measured. BMI was calculated by dividing weight (in kilograms) by height (in meters) squared (kg/m²).

A convenient sample of 147 female softball pitchers (17.0 ± 4.2 years; 167.6 ± 11.8 cm; 70.6 ± 17.5 kg; BMI = 24.8 ± 4.7 kg/m²) were included in the study (Table 1). Body mass index was categorized based on normative values presented by the National Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The standard weight status categories associated with BMI ranges include underweight (below 18.5 kg/m²), normal (between 18.5 and 24.9 kg/m²), overweight (between 25 and 29.9 kg/m²), and obese (over 30 kg/m²) [27].

All participants were softball pitchers and currently active on a team roster. Prior to data collection, participants were asked to fill out a health history form indicating that they were in good physical condition and had not sustained an injury or undergone surgery in the past 6 months. The University Institutional Review Board approved all testing protocols. Informed written consent and assent were obtained from each subject and their parent/guardian prior to any testing [28]. All testing took place in a controlled laboratory setting. Following the health history questionnaire, participants’ bilateral IR and ER passive hip and shoulder ROM were assessed through the use of a handheld inclinometer (Fabrication Enterprises, Inc., White Plains, NY).

Shoulder/glenohumeral IR and ER passive ROM measurements were performed bilaterally with the participant lying supine on an athletic training table. The shoulder was in a position of 90° of abduction and the elbow was in a position of 90° flexion. In addition, a rolled towel was placed under the distal humerus to maintain the scapular plane [29–32]. Measurements were performed using standard passive ROM techniques as well as through the visual inspection method to isolate glenohumeral movement and control

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Descriptive data per BMI category (mean ± standard deviation).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>17.0 ± 4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>167.6 ± 11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>24.8 ± 4.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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for scapulothoracic movement [29–32]. The inclinometer was placed on the posterior forearm just above the styloid process of the ulna for IR, and on the anterior surface of the forearm for ER. The examiner placed one hand under the scapula to detect movement and used the other hand to rotate the humerus while holding the inclinometer to the forearm. Maximal IR was recorded when the scapula began to move superiority and maximal ER was recorded at firm capsular end-feel [29–32].

Hip rotational passive ROM was performed with the participant sitting on an athletic training table with a rolled towel placed under the distal femur and knees flexed at 90° [12, 31, 33]. The inclinometer was placed on the shaft of the tibia just proximal to the medial malleolus for ER and the shaft of the fibula just proximal to the lateral malleolus for IR. The examiner passively rotated the hip in both IR and ER and reported ROM values when firm capsular end-feel was met [12, 31, 33].

Intra-rater reliability was assessed using a pilot sample of 7 collegiate softball athletes. Intra-rater reliability was reported using the ROM technique described above, with an ICC(3,3) of 0.92–0.95 for all measurements. Clinical significance was calculated via minimal detectable change (MDC) values for the 95% confidence interval. Glenohumeral joint IR and ER MDCs were 6.8° and 9.7°, respectively. Hip IR and ER MDC were 5.6° and 4.7°, respectively.

A one-way multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted to determine the influence of BMI on hip and shoulder ROM. Initially age was predicted to covary with ROM; however preliminary correlations revealed no statistical significance, therefore a one-way MANOVA was used. The independent variable was BMI with four different categories: 1) underweight, 2) normal, 3) overweight, and 4) obese. The dependent variables (DV) included hip and shoulder ROM values to total eight variables. Included at the weight, and 4) obese. The dependent variables (DV) included hip with four different categories: 1) underweight, 2) normal, 3) overweight, and 4) obese. The dependent variables (DV) included hip and shoulder ROM values to total eight variables. Included at the weight, and 4) obese. The dependent variables (DV) included hip and shoulder ROM values to total eight variables. Included at the weight, and 4) obese. The dependent variables (DV) included hip and shoulder ROM values to total eight variables. Included at the weight, and 4) obese. The dependent variables (DV) included hip

Results

Data were first assessed for outliers through use of the chi-squared (χ²) statistic, the Mahalanobis distance, with a critical value of p < 0.001. Participants who exceeded the critical value (n = 3) were removed from the analysis (total included in the analysis, n = 147) because their ROM values were deemed to differ from the others. Normality and linearity were assessed by bivariate scatterplots. All bivariate relationships revealed an elliptical pattern determining data were normal and had linear interdependent relationships. Multivariate homoscedasticity were observed through the use of Box’s M test of equality of covariance matrices [F(108, 473) = 0.997, p = 0.491], therefore Wilks’ Λ was used to assess multivariate results. MANOVA results indicated BMI [Wilks’ Λ = 0.742, F = 1.722, p = 0.014, η² = 0.095] significantly affected the combined dependent variable (DV) of ROM of the shoulder and hip; however, it is important to note that effect sizes were small. Prior to univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA), the alpha level was corrected to α = 0.00625 through use of a Bonferroni adjustment to account for all eight DVs [34]. Univariate ANOVA results indicate that throwing side hip IR ROM [F(3, 143) = 4.341, p = 0.006, η² = 0.083], glove side hip IR ROM [F(3, 143) = 4.959, p = 0.003, η² = 0.094], and dominant shoulder ER ROM [F(3, 143) = 4.456, p = 0.005, η² = 0.085] significantly differed between pitcher BMI category. Bonferroni post hoc results indicated the underweight group had significantly more ROM than the obese group in both throwing side hip IR ROM (mean difference = 12.39°, p = 0.005), and glove side hip IR ROM (mean difference = 11.98°, p = 0.004). Post hoc tests for the dominant shoulder did not reveal any statistically significant results with the new adjustment of the alpha level. The obese group of pitchers had less shoul-

| Table 2 | Means and standard deviations for hip and shoulder ROM values per BMI category. |
|---------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
|         | Throwing Side                   | Glove Side                      |                                 |
|         | IR                 | ER     | IR                 | ER     |
| Hip     | Underweight         | 45.58 ± 12.93 * | 46.26 ± 7.93 | 44.47 ± 8.55 * | 47.72 ± 7.82 |
|         | Normal              | 38.71 ± 0.09       | 42.98 ± 9.61 | 38.03 ± 8.67       | 44.71 ± 9.53 |
|         | Overweight          | 37.45 ± 10.62       | 40.67 ± 7.35 | 35.43 ± 8.12       | 42.58 ± 7.57 |
|         | Obese               | 33.19 ± 9.77 * | 40.86 ± 8.75 | 32.49 ± 11.38 * | 41.30 ± 8.52 |
| Shoulder| Dominant Side       | 45.28 ± 10.44       | 108.51 ± 12.93 | 45.73 ± 7.91       | 101.77 ± 14.00 |
|         | Non-Dominant Side   | 45.30 ± 7.43 | 102.18 ± 12.74 | 49.12 ± 9.37 | 101.66 ± 10.86 |
|         | Underweight         | 48.23 ± 8.65       | 50.53 ± 9.58 | 97.38 ± 10.49 |
|         | Normal              | 45.28 ± 10.44       | 108.51 ± 12.93 | 45.73 ± 7.91       | 101.77 ± 14.00 |
|         | Overweight          | 45.30 ± 7.43 | 102.18 ± 12.74 | 49.12 ± 9.37 | 101.66 ± 10.86 |
|         | Obese               | 48.23 ± 8.65       | 50.53 ± 9.58 | 97.38 ± 10.49 |

Note: * denoted statistical significance between those in the underweight and obese category with p < 0.0062. IR, internal rotation; ER, external rotation.
der ER ROM than both the underweight group (mean difference = 13.85, p = 0.018), and the normal group (mean difference = 10.36, p = 0.009), although these results did not meet the new alpha level criteria. Table 2 represents means and standard deviations for BMI and hip and shoulder ROM.

Discussion
The present study aimed to examine the differences in bilateral hip and shoulder ROM between softball pitchers of varying BMI ranges. Our hypothesis was partially supported, with BMI categories revealing differences in hip ROM but not shoulder. Results revealed there were statistically significant differences namely between those who were underweight and those who were obese. Those who were underweight had greater IR ROM of the glove side hip. As the foot of the plate, and glove side foot touching the back of the plate). As the pitcher drives off the mound, the throwing arm flexes, abducts, and externally rotates to where the upper arm is directly overhead and perpendicular with the ground (commonly referred to as the “top of backswing”). At this point, the trunk has also rotated “open” towards the throwing arm side. Next, the pitcher makes foot contact with the glove side foot while the throwing arm is adding across the pitcher’s body back towards their target. Ball release then happens while the throwing arm is close to the pitcher’s throwing side hip, and follow-through terminates the pitch and is usually marked 100 ms after release of the ball [35]. Typically, the drive portion of the pitch refers to the phase from which the pitcher begins standing neutral and ends at the top of the backswing with the throwing arm perpendicular to the ground. The acceleration phase is known as the phase between the top of the backswing through to ball release.

In a closed kinetic chain, as the throwing side hip initiates a drive off of the mound, the trunk and upper body begin to rotate towards the throwing arm side. If a pitcher does not have adequate IR ROM, she may be inclined to externally rotate her throwing side hip to accommodate the necessary action of the trunk to “open” and gather energy from the more proximal components. Previous reports examining upper extremity pain in softball pitchers have shown that increased trunk rotation towards the throwing arm side has been associated with those who have upper extremity pain [36]. As the throwing side hip externally rotates upon initiation of drive, the body may have a difficult time counteracting this inertia and rotating back to neutral during the acceleration phase of the pitch. This may lead to over-rotation, which as mentioned previously, has been related to injury susceptibility in softball pitchers [36].

Glove-side hip IR was also shown to differ between those who were underweight and those who were obese. Those who were underweight had greater IR ROM of the glove side hip. As the foot of the glove side contacts the ground, the pitcher initiates trunk rotation back towards the catcher. This front leg support acts as a pivot point about which the body segments can accelerate and rotate towards the catcher. As the trunk and upper body rotate back towards the catcher, the glove side hip is undergoing IR. If the pitcher does not have proper IR ROM, she may be landing in a position where the front hip is externally rotated more than usual. Previous reports of kinematics in pitching have shown pitchers tend to orient their front foot approximately 35 degrees towards the throwing side of the body at foot contact [37]. If the pitcher instead lands with more ER, she will theoretically be facing the catcher more, and the transfer of energy throughout the kinetic chain is lost by early initiation of trunk rotation. Vice versa, if the pitcher lands with her front leg internally rotated, as has been shown in the literature, she may have trouble “finishing” the pitch and transferring energy to the front side (towards the batter). Baseball research has noted foot orientation at foot contact angled more towards the throwing arm can decrease pelvis and trunk rotation and ultimately the amount of force transfer from the lower extremity to the upper extremity [38]. Specific to softball, the pitcher’s lack of IR ROM of the front hip may inhibit trunk rotation through the latter portion of the pitch and again may alter force generation through the kinetic chain [31]. Future research should measure the stride foot angle in conjunction with measures of hip rotational ROM.
Although the direct relationships between the decreased ROM and pitching motion are hypothesized, it is well known that altered ROM patterns may lead to injury susceptibility in upper-extremity throwing athletes. Previous reports have shown decreased hip IR ROM to play a role in injury susceptibility in baseball athletes [13, 16, 18]. Although there were no statistically significant differences in ROM values at the shoulder between BMI categories, descriptive data reveal (Table 2) similar trends at the shoulder. While there is no statistically significant difference between BMI classification groups’ shoulder ROM, the authors associate the potential decrease in ROM of the shoulder to be placing the tissues and structures surrounding the glenohumeral joint at increased risk of injury during the highly ballistic and explosive windmill pitch. Overall a lack of statistical significance of shoulder ROM measures was contrary to our hypothesis. With the hips being weight-bearing joints, we can understand why these differences between BMI classification groups are of statistical significance as opposed to the shoulders. In fact, a prior study has suggested adaptations among those with increased body mass are more prominent throughout weight-bearing structures [39].

This study has limitations that should be acknowledged. BMI measurement, though widely used, is considered most reliable for adults. The study population age range was between 8 and 27 years; therefore, future studies should examine a more specific cohort of individuals to examine the effects of BMI truer to a specific age range. BMI has also been critiqued as a poor evaluation of athletes, who often present increased muscle mass compared to the general population. Moreover, ROM was measured by the researcher based on end capsular feel and inspection of improper movement. Keep in mind that in extraneous cases, excess body tissue may inhibit true full joint ROM; therefore measurements may be susceptible to error as a result. Lastly, the current study did not measure incidence of pain and injury, therefore future research is warranted to determine the direct association of BMI, ROM, and injury prevalence. This is a preliminary study to display altered ROM in those who have greater BMI. Future research is needed to measure ROM alongside kinematics to portray a clearer picture of how decreased ROM may cause pitchers to be in a more injury prone position during the pitch.

Conclusion

The current study has implications for softball pitchers, coaches, athletic trainers, and strength and conditioning personnel. Although body composition is not overly emphasized among softball pitchers, the current study reveals increased BMI may inhibit proper joint ROM, which may influence mechanics and may predispose athletes to an increased risk of injury. Specifically, those with a higher classification of BMI demonstrate less internal rotation of both the glove side and throwing side hip. Future studies should examine true body fat percentage and its effects on pitching biomechanics in hopes of better understanding the effects of excess tissue, not only on general health, but also on performance and injury susceptibility. Coaches, athletic trainers, strength and conditioning personnel, and athletes should acknowledge the role that body composition and fitness can play in affecting pitch performance, injury susceptibility, and athletic career longevity.
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